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Two-Digit Addition & Subtraction

Regrouping: S3

1) Janet's assignment has 40 word problems. Today, she solved 16 problems.

How many more problems will Janet need to solve to complete the
assignment?

2) There were 94 Halloween masks at the store. If 85 masks were sold, how

many masks were left?
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5) Rebecca was practicing on an archery range. She shot 63 arrows. If 48 arrows

missed the target, how many arrows hit the target?
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Name :

Answer Key

Two-Digit Addition & Subtraction

Regrouping: S3

1) Janet's assignment has 40 word problems. Today, she solved 16 problems.

How many more problems will Janet need to solve to complete the
assignment?

24 problems
2) There were 94 Halloween masks at the store. If 85 masks were sold, how

many masks were left?

9 masks
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50 trees
5) Rebecca was practicing on an archery range. She shot 63 arrows. If 48 arrows

missed the target, how many arrows hit the target?

15 arrows
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